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Zafferano SRLComparison | Design

Crooked and 
geometric joints
→ cause visual 
interruptions

Design

Stem Ø 8 mm 
→ makes the lamp look 
slender

Stem Ø 12 mm
→ thicker and less 
graceful 

Light grey power icon
→ it is protected 
from wear by a  
polycarbonate cover

Black, rough touch 
icon
→ printed on surface 
therefore subject to 
wear

Foot
→ square and thin
→ shows the unmistakable, 
screen-printed Poldina Pro 
logo.

Anonymous foot
→ thick and bulky
→ lined with black 
rubber 

Seamless, invisible joints
→ connect the main 
elements of the 
lamp without visible 
interruptions
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Zafferano SRL

Charging with micro-USB 
cable
→ charging with a micro-
USB cable that connects 
to the head of the lamp: 
uncomfortable and charging 
system subject to wear

Basic functions
→ dimming
→ no selection of color 
temperature

Protection degree IP65
→ the top cover of the head 
is glued. This fixing method 
is not reliable as glue can 
deteriorate if exposed to 
weather events; the lower 
acrylic disc rests on the metal 
structure without seals.

Comparison | Function

Function

Less intense light emission
mostly downward light
→ the upward light is weak
→ the led board, without 
reflector, is visible and bare

→ Zafferano offers, 
a multi charging 
station that allows 
to simultaneously 
recharge 6 lamps 
(available as 
accessory).
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Multiple functions
→ dimming
→ Light color temperature 
selection between 2200, 
2700 and 3000 K

Protection degree IP65
→ thanks to mechanical 
fixings and special gaskets, 
the head is hermetic and 
guarantees its performance 
over time

Bright and evenly 
distributes light
→ the downward light 
emission is directed by a 
chromatic reflector that 
directs it homogeneously in 
the environment.

Smart charging 
method
→ the contact 
charging base 
allows to recharge 
the lamp quickly 
and conveniently



Zafferano SRLComparison | Technology

Technology

Weight 935 grams
→ the weighted 
base increases the 
stability of the lamp

Weight 620 grams

Battery is replaceable 
by user
→ the batteries of 
Poldina can be replaced 
(video tutorial available)

Diffuser made of 
polycarbonate
→ satinized, injection 
molded

Acrylic diffuser
→ polished, obtained 
by cutting a cast sheet

Batteries are not 
replaceable by user
→the batteries can 
only be replaced by 
qualified personnel

Quality materials
→ the structure is 
made of die-cast 
aluminum

Lower quality 
materials
→ the structure is 
made of pressed 
iron
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Zafferano SRLComparison | Commercial benefits

Commercial benefits

Stock
→ large stock of
products in warehouse 
always available for 
quick ship

Customer service
→ pre and post sales 
service, fast and 
efficient assistance

Spare parts
→ supply of spare 
parts for the 
structure, batteries, 
light sources and 
charger

Wide range of models
→ always updated 
according to the latest
technological 
solutions
→ wide range of 
versions for different 
uses: lamps
table, floor,
suspension, wall, peg...

Colors
→ available in
a wide range
color always updated 
according to current 
trends, as well as 
unique special and 
exclusive editions


